We have already investigated the effects of inflow turbulence on the flow around a three-dimensional steep isolated-hill. For this purpose, two cases of large-eddy simulation (LES) are carried out: one is a numerical condition in which the hill is immersed in a fully-developed turbulent boundary layer; the other is a numerical condition in which a same mean velocity profile with no turbulence is imposed (i.e., non-turbulent inflow). For the former case, in order to generate instantaneous velocity fluctuations in an approaching flow, a turbulent flow field in a driver unit placed upstream of the hill is calculated directly. The obtained turbulence intensities of the streamwise (x), spanwise (y) and vertical (z) directions at the height of the hill are a u/Uh=6.1%, a v/Uh =4.7 % and a w/Uh=4.5 %, respectively. In the present study, the case of inflow with large turbulence intensities ( a u/Uh=8.6%, a v/Uh=7.0%, a w/Uh=6.5%) is made by using the above mentioned method. Through comparisons between two cases with and without inflow turbulence, no significant change is confirmed in the flow characteristics, similar to the previous numerical study.
